
Platypus was incepted, 8 years ago, with a pure passion to realize design ideas in diverse mediums with 
innovative techniques to create novel products and works. 
 
An In-house design and production unit ourselves, we thrive on unconventional and innovative design 
solutions. Accepting the challenge of translating the mere poetry of creative imagination to an actual physical 
product with justified technical details. 
 
We offer to create bespoke solutions ranging from  lifestyle and furnishing products to sculptures, murals and 
installations in various materials. 
 
Along with being a design consultancy for various products and exhibition based projects, we are creating a 
unique collection of limited designer products. 
 
 
 



Collaborating with Artists, Architects and Developers, 

we help translate their concepts into reality. 



Our Team :  

 

Lead by industrial design graduates from NID 

with a 

work experience of 40 years.  

Ably supported by a dedicated team of designers, 

engineers, architects and CAD operators.  

Aided by consultants in specialized discipline. 

 

 Facilities :  

 

In-house workshop facility includes : 

 

A ceramic workshop with 3 different sizes of 

kilns, 

A metal- wood- plastics workshop for quick 

sampling, prototypes and small batch production. 

A textile workshop with 3-4 hand looms  

An associated stone workshop. 

 

  

 

Team and Facility 



Studio Platypus 

 
Under studio platypus we have our lifestyle, accessories and art based projects 

and collections. 

 

We work in a wide variety of materials like metal, wood, plastics, ceramics, stone 

and textiles. 

Metals ranging from mild steel , CRCS, copper to exclusive metals like brass, 

bronze and titanium . 

Stone- Sandstones, marbles, granite 

Ceramics and terracotta  

 

Being curious designers, we explore and experiment with different materials and 

techniques to create unique outcomes. 

 
 

 

 

Kind of projects 



Platypus design labs 

 
Under design labs- we work on industrial and technical projects. Our 

clients are from  large corporate sector to MSMEs, Government and Non 

Government Organizations (NGOs).  

      

Design labs projects range from Machine tools to Consumer durables, 

Vehicles, Prefab Housing and more. 

 

 
 

 

 



Portfolio 

Installations | Sculptures | Murals | Interior Accessories | 

Lighting solutions | Ceramics 



Sculptures & Murals 



Sturm 
For a residential outdoor | 2016 

This Sculpture is inspired by the blowing of the wind. 

The form obtained in brass , resonates harmony and 

patterns created  by wind, to complete the 

residential landscape. 

 



 



Retreat   
For Batra hospital, Delhi | 2014 

This was an attempt at adding art as a form of relief in 

the hospital campus. The abstract birds and tree branch 

gathered for day’s rest are made from Stainless steel.  





Upsurge 
For the Ministry of External Affairs, Delhi | Year 

Flora and fauna depicted in stone and titanium as an expression of 

growth and strength. The buds formed in titanium radiates a range of 

colours due to it’s treatment. While the holding stem is carved out in 

sandstone.  

 

  





Euphoria 
For a Residential project  

Formed in FRP, the sculpture emulates a dancing 

peacock in an abstract form. 

 

  





Nature’s paradise 
For the ministry of external affairs, Delhi | Year 

A mural created using various materials and techniques, is an 

ode to the lesser known indian crafts and it’s skilled craftsmen.  

Here, kashmir’s paper-mache  border is clubbed with  stone 

molding, tribal bastar craft for the collage of expression.  

 

  





Tree of life  
For the ministry of external affairs, Delhi | Year A mural in bronze made by the traditional lost 

wax casting method with  tribal artisans of 

bastar. 

  





Kinetic sculpture 
For a commercial complex space | 2016 

It is a kinetic sculpture which creates a helical effect on 

rotation due to the wind. 



Colourful elevation  
For a Residential project | Year 

A residential project given a dash of colour as a part of its 

facade. A hanging installation of metal forms and visual 

treat in the entrance courtyard of the house while a ceramic 

mural depicting peacock feathers is on the front wall. 

 

  





Flamme trivial 
Mural for a commercial space | 2015 

Fiery forms with titanium hues creating an ideal 

welcome art at a commercial space. 

 

  





Brahmaagni 
Mural for a residence | 2016 

A symbol for fire, this mural depicts 

the creator of the earth- Brahma in 

the form of fire.  



Flamboyance 
Mural for a residential project, Ahmedabad | 2015 

A mural of abstraction of a flamboyance of 

flamingoes in copper for a residential 

space.   





Undocked 
For a residence, Ahmedabad 

The artwork visually completes the tree that is half 

hidden due to the elevation of the house. If seen 

otherwise, it draws an abstract artwork of foliage with 

ceramic blocks.  







Fly  

Inspired from the ‘Escher’ style of design, the 

tessellation of butterflies and leaves was designed and 

developed in-house, combining various materials. 

For a residential space, Ahmedabad | 2013 







Tulips 
For a residential project, Ahmedabad Adding to the outdoor landscape of the residence, this sculpture 

with petals like forms in brass, gives the garden a vertical 

element that belongs to the space yet stands apart.  

 

 

  





Stories on stone 
Gurjar Gaurav Gaatha at Kankaria, 

Ahmedabad | 2010 - 2016 
Along  the steps of Kankaria lake in Ahmedabad, is 

depicted a story line of the story of Gujarat. Commissioned 

by the state government , the 2.1 km long wall is claded by 

stories in carved relief work in stand stone.    





The relief work in stone. 







Feathers 
For residential outdoor elevation, Ahmedabad. 

Peacock mural created using ceramic and stone.  



In the woods 
For a residential project, Ahmedabad 





Foliage  
Common space for a school, Ahmedabad 



Above and under 
 For’The Other side’ Club, Bhavnagar  Mural created with ceramic pieces, is an 

abstract collage of animals and birds. 



Partitions & Screens 



Titanium screen 

Polychromatic geometry 
For a residential project, Ahmedabad  

A geometric patterned screen made by 

treating titanium. The range of colours 

obtained here, by treating titanium 

differently,  creates an interesting 

polychromatic palette.  



Evolution of the lotus 
For BJP headquarters, Cochin  

The screen, made from sandstone, represents the 

subtle evolution of the political party’s brand identity 

since it’s inception.  



Creepers in disguise 
For a residential project, Ahmedabad  



Fountains  & Water bodies 



Rise 
For a residential space, Ahmedabad  

Fountain made in brass. When in action, the bud appears 

to be growing above the surface of flowing water. The 

sound of water on brass has a unique tinge that makes 

the whole experience serene. 



Solitary flow  
For a residential space, Ahmedabad 

This gigantic water body, casted in bronze, stands in the 

centre courtyard space of a beautiful house in Ahmedabad. 

The water calmly flows from the higher end towards the lower 

side , creating a subtle movement  amid the solid sculpture. 





Rush 
For a commercial space, Ahmedabad 



Monolith 
For a commercial space, Ahmedabad 



Lamps and Planters 



Garden lamps 



Garden planter lamps 



Tapestry 

Woven in various yarns (woollen, cotton, acrylic,etc.) these tapestries are designed 

and handcrafted at our studio. 













Stone benches 

Outdoor bench in Sandstone with supports casted in steel , designed with details that 

make it modular and assemble- able on site. Along with solving its purpose, it also 

adds a sculptural value in the space.  



Dragonfly 



Wave 



Interior Accessories 

Accessories like railings, handles, design graphics etc. in various different materials . 



Chandeliar in Titanium 



Railing in copper and sandstone 



Residential Railing in sheet metal  



Window grill- Inspired from textile motif from Saurashtra 



Door handles Customized handles for some of our 

residential projects. 



Ceramic Works 

We have been working in ceramics for the past 7-8 years . With an in-house 

ceramic workshop, we make our own range of products as well as take up 

customised, made to order, projects.  

Here are some of our ceramic works for different projects.  

 



Swarm 
A mural with ceramic butterflies 





Customised Ceramic Tiles 











Luminaire 

An exclusive hand-crafted collection of lighting 

solutions by Studio Platypus 



















For further information and discussions, drop us a 

mail at design@platypus.in, and we’ll be happy to 

get back to you.  

Thank you ! 

mailto:design@platypus.in

